
REDEFINING FAMILY LIVING IN THE L.A. CARE ECONOMY
PROBLEM
Setting out to design a fourplex seems a relatively 
straightforward task: to rearrange a plot of land into 
four apartments. However, add it into an established 
and contested low-rise context with post-GFC finance 
and lending restrictions and suddenly you face being 
able to achieve only small 1-2 bedroom dwellings. 
Smaller dwellings can suit smaller households, however 
contemporary economically driven apartment design 
compromises indoor and outdoor design quality and the 
breadth of domestic activity, especially since the upheaval 
of COVID-19. 

While in many circumstances we’re living in smaller 
households, data and anecdotal evidence indicate that Los 
Angeleans are increasingly living together as they can’t 
afford to live alone. Three to four household occupancy 
is common in Los Angeles, including multi-generational 
families, student and young professional share houses and 
illegal boarding houses. 

While this is resourceful and economical, such 
arrangements are often misleadingly defined as a single 
household. This definition is problematic for the following 
reasons:
> it renders many Los Angeleans and their needs as 
invisible to government, often excluding them from formal 
decision-making processes;
> it does not ensure that all distinct householders’ rights 
are protected through formal inclusion on legal tenancy 
documents, which may also prevent access to subsidies;
> it may not allow for adequate levels of autonomy; even 
in a multi-generation family, each generation is a distinct 
household with their own needs for privacy; and
> households may be endangered in acute domestic 
emergencies such as fire or earthquake, as dwellings may 
not be up to code or emergency services may not be aware 
of the number of residents onsite.

Consequently, a more suitable fourplex model for Los 
Angeles could be a development shaped around the 
independent and interdependent needs of four changing 
households, rather than the formal and financial juggle of 
four apartments.

Fourflex is a care-driven densification strategy that 
leverages existing fabric, household assets and financial 
systems to address chronic housing-related conditions in 
Los Angeles.

Fourflex is conceived of as one collective entity, a ‘family’, 
but comprised of up to four separate and independent 
households on the one property title. Enabled by a hybrid 
of existing title and lease types, it seeks to avoid the pitfalls 
while reaping the benefits of each. The site stays owned 
and managed as one property so that the fabric, land and 
services can gain efficiencies of collective management 
and decision making. Yet, each household can operate 
autonomously and, most importantly, can ensure their name 
is recorded on a tenancy agreement. Formalising tenancy 
enables legal rights, access to apply for subsidies, and 
assists the City of Los Angeles in keeping citizens safe 
while understanding existing residential practices.

The built form facilitates independent living that benefits 
from the site’s collective use. Applying care economy 
based thinking, where financial value is given to the labor 
of domestic and care work and environmental impact, 
space is shaped to maximise care-based economic return. 
Built assets allow the spatial function to fluctuate over time 
as needs change. Households can conventionally live in 
the property (as two, three or four independent dwellings) 
or interdependently; pooling and bartering their assets 
(space, time, labour, experience, on-site energy and food 
production) and expenses (childcare, cooking, cleaning, 
services and waste), to reduce the cost of living.

The measuring of embodied energy and valuing the 
community’s sense of identity prioritises retention of the 
existing neighborhood housing and vegetation fabric. 
Consequently, Fourflex challenges existing ground-up multi-
residential practices by adopting renovation, adaptation, 
and small scale infill as the core development methods.

The Fourflex proposal is not a typology but a framework 
for flexible multi-residential development suitable for any 
existing single-family plot. A test case is provided here for 
a midblock lot to give a worked example and to identify the 
model’s possibilities and implications.
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RENOVATION SUBSIDIES
    No new subsidy for projects with 
    a Fourflex design score of 7 or
    less. May be eligible for existing
    property renovation and upgrade
    subsidies such as the:
    > USDA ‘Single Family Housing
       Repair Loans & Grants’ scheme
    > NHS LA home rehabiltation low
       and no interest loans
    > Veterans Affairs loans/grants to
       adapt existing dwellings
    > CalHFA refinance program of a
       ’home in need of repair’

RESILIENT
    minimization of operational,
     lifestyle and lifecyle costs 

CONNECTIVE
    residents able to be visible and
    connect with their communities

*to be determined in consultation with local neighbourhood communities    
** possible funding types only. To be determined in consultation with prospective funders (including NFPs & private orgs)

Ways to minimise ongoing Fourflex 
family housing costs enabled by 
the legal and physical household 
configuration:
> housing vouchers
> long and short term leasing
> selling on-site generated power
> productive gardening
> communal laundry facilities
> family daycare / roster childcare
> shared live-in carer

FOURFLEX PUBLIC LOAN** 
    Fourplex project score of 8+ is
    eligible for an LA Public Bank loan

FOUPLEX EXCELLENCE TOP UP** 
    Fourplex 10 score projects eligible
    for a grant / top up no interest loan

FINANCE10 DESIGN PRINCIPLESCARE-DRIVEN PRIORITIES
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ONGOING SUBSIDIES / OFFETS
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CARE > DESIGN > FINANCE :  THE FOURFLEX FRAMEWORK
This diagram illustrates the inter-relationship between the 
design and financing of the Fourflex model.

Four care-driven objectives shape the form, function and 
finance of Fourplex housing. These respond to civic and 
environmentally focused care ambitions and aim to correct 
imbalances that have emerged as the traditional economic 
value of housing has suppressed its social role.

Ten design principles turn the abstract objectives into 
concrete design attributes that shape the site, buildings and 
individual apartments. The proposed design receives one 
point for each principle met. The point tally is the project’s 
overall Fourflex score.

A Fourflex score of 9 or 10 unlocks extra construction 
subsidies that might not otherwise be available to the 
homeowner. By doing so, the Fourflex score system aims 
to incentivise an increase in the design quality of indoor 
and outdoor space and a positive contribution to low rise 
neighborhood character. AUTONOMOUS

    households live with privacy
    and self-determination

EGALITARIAN
    enabling decision making and
     built form to reflect reality

SERVICED
      Located within X* of everyday services and X* of key
      urban centres for students and/or key workers
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INCLUSIVE
      Individual dwellings are directly accessible from the street
      and/or have an outlook onto the street

INTERDEPENDENT
      Space on site to allow for gathering and exchange
      between residents separate from private spaces

ACCESSIBLE
      All dwellings allow accessible occupation of toilet and
      living spaces for visitors and at least 50% of bedrooms

ZERO-CARBON
      Zero-carbon building design that optimizes human 
      health and wellbeing

APPOINTED
      Each dwelling includes spaces to eat, sleep, care, relax,
      work, study, bathe, entertain and play independently

SAFE
      Each dwelling is secure and provides adequate fire 
      separation, air conditioning, ventilation and egress

LOW IMPACT
      At least 50% of existing open space within the site to be
      retained with minimal removal of established trees

A GOOD NEIGHBOR
      Changes to existing fabric must be in keeping with the
      neighbourhood scale/character, and/or are reversible

COMMUNITY DESIGN CRITERION*
      Criterion 10 determined in consultation between the local
      neighborhood communities and the City of Los Angeles
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parking

Unit 3 yard
(with 2 x extra parking, if desired,

where a laneway is available)
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drying

Unit 1
1,090 sq ft

2 bedrooms

Unit 2
765 sq ft

1 bedroom

Option B:
Unit 3 (two storeys)

1,300 sq ft
3 bedrooms

Option A:
Unit 3 (ground)

690 sq ft
1 bedroom

Unit 4 (upper)
625 sq ft

1 bedroom
(matches U3 layout)
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STAGED RENOVATION OF AN EXISTING SITE

EXISTING SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING
The Fourflex concept is tested on a single 
storey 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom, 1 kitchen 
dwelling on a midblock lot with a side 
driveway and a cluster of outbuildings. It is 
located in the R1 One Family Zone. 

STAGE 1 > ADAPT UNIT 1 + ADD UNIT 2
The owner plans the adaptation and extension 
of the dwelling so it can operate as a duplex. 
The design receives a Fourflex 9 score and is 
eligible for a low interest LA Public Bank Loan.  
The circulation is organised so that a door 
can be added to enable the whole building 
to operate as a 3-4 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
dwelling or as a 2 bedroom and a 1 bedroom 
unit. 

STAGE 2 > ADD UNIT 3
The owner applies for an ADU loan to build a 
single storey 1 bedroom unit in the backyard. 
The site has assumed a midblock lot without 
a rear laneway to demonstrate the proof 
of concept on a wider range of sites. If a 
lot has a rear lane, additional parking and 
connection to community could be enabled 
while retaining private outdoor spaces through 
careful design.

STAGE 3 > EXPAND 3 TO CREATE UNIT 4
The owner decides to expand the ADU with a 
second floor, which mirrors the first. Like the 
first house, the back building can switch in 
use from one or two independent dwellings. 
A roof-top garden can be configured as a 
planted or habitable private outdoor space 
and the roof used for photovoltaic cells.

PROPOSED FOURFLEX COMPLEX
FLOOR PLAN
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FOURFLEX TEST CASE

2 x parking

S T R E E T

option B:
Unit 3 (3 br)

- two storey
backyard home

option A:
Unit 3 (1 br)

on lower level
Unit 4 (1 br)

on upper level,

accessed by fire stair

Unit 1 (2 br)

- exist. house adapted, or

- new house at same scalekitchen addition

20’ deep rear yard

existing setback, or

new to match context

50 feet

roof garden

Unit 2 (1 br)

- addition to exist. house

Common Garden

- store, clothesline, trash150 feet
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16 32 feet80new additions illustrated in gray

Street Elevation: Unit 1 (2 br)
- existing house adapted, or
- new house at same scale
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The resultant design for this site is two discrete buildings, 
configured around existing mature backyard plantings, 
or separated in order to provide deep root soil zones that 
enable new plantings.

Technically each can operate as two single dwellings, one of 
which could be characterized as a backyard home ancillary 
to the primary street-facing house. Thus the built form is 
legally compliant within all residential zones in Los Angeles. 
However, a gray area exists relative to the property function, 
as the form is capable of occupation as four independent 
households.

The careful and clever manipulation of existing space could 
address residents’ equity and safety concerns if planning 
regulations are updated to legally allow four household 
multiple occupancies. The way that new ADU policy has 
been introduced, by adding new conditions and standards 
within the Los Angeles Comprehensive Zoning Plan to all 
applicable low-density residential zones, creates a viable 
policy change precedent.

TEST FINDINGS

option B:
Unit 3 (3 br)

- two storey backyard home

STREET

Unit 3 (1 br)
on lower level

option A: 
Unit 4 (1 br)
on upper level

Unit 1 (2 br)
- exist. house adapted, or
- new house at same scale

Unit 2 (1 br)
- addition to
exist. house
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roof garden

Option A: U4 as per U3 layout below
Option B: U3 Bedroom, as shown

Option A:
U4 Kitchen
Option B:

U3 plumbed storage
Option B:

U3 pl. store

Upper Level

Option A:
U4 Laundry

UNIT 1 UNIT 2 UNIT 3 (TOWNHOUSE)
2 bedroom | 1 bathroom | kitchen

3rd bedroom/dining/office | laundry/study
1 bedroom | 1 bathroom | kitchen

2nnd bedroom/dining/spare room | laundry/study
3 bedroom | 2 bathroom | kitchen | study 

laundry/extra study | internal and external storage

UNIT 3 (APARTMENT) + UNIT 4 (APARTMENT)
1 bedroom | 1 bathroom | kitchen | laundry/study
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kitchen images (page 1 and above): A side clearance of as little 
as 3 feet can provide enough space beside an existing house to 
add a kitchen. Here, a kitchen is added to Unit 1 in a 4 foot gap 
at the side of the house and opened to the front room to create a 
new kitchen and living space, unlocking more housing.
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ZERO-CARBON STRATEGY : SITE ATTRIBUTES

roof garden

PV battery
planted coversreduceddriveway

paving

EV chargers

mass insulated
walls and roofs to

reduce A/C usage

deep-root
soil zones

productive
gardens

PV cells feed to

storage batteries

cross-ventilation to

reduce A/C use
design for retention

and/or planting of
tree canopy

retention of existing
building fabric

where possible

no fossil fuels

for cooking or heating

(induction cooking vs gas)

sun hoods
and shades

RWTs, plumbed

to units

permeable
paving

green energy supply

FROM FOURPLEX TO FOURFLEX:
IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR THE CITY OF LOS ANGLES

>  Adjust planning regulations to permit the legal multiple occupancy of 
independent households on a single plot across Los Angeles (see page 4)

>  Develop Fourflex Design Principles in consultation with local neighborhood 
housing representative groups

>  Create a guide to assist homeowners through design, permitting, 
construction and occupation

>  Establish a loan scheme for 8+ rate Fourflex proposals via a public bank 
(possible via AB857)

>  Establish a pilot and/or accelerator program, with forgivable loans to 
test the concept, and great case studies for future prospective Fourflex 
proposals

>  Work with not for profit and private lenders to identify and address any 
barriers to financing Fourflex renovations

>  Create legal agreement templates for Fourflex homeowners and residents
>  Establish a matchmaker program for prospective residents and 

homeowners
>  Document and share examples of working Fourplex developments to 

increase interest in uptake
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